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Since 1970, SOVB is 
making brushes and 
brooms for sweepers. 
Over the past 50 years 
we have developed 
a complete range 
of products to fi t all 
sweepers brands and 
models: Side brushes, 
brush rings on plastic 
injected support, 
stapled roller brooms 
on plastic tube and a 
wide variety of technical brushes for specifi c uses. 

Our brushes and brooms are equipping some of the biggest European 
cities but also several thousands of users such as airports, cleaning 
companies, public work and maintenance contractors, sweepers 
manufacturers… 

Due to the integration of all industrial processes necessary to produce 
the brushes, SOVB is also off ering components for brush making: Injected 
molded supports (blocks, rings, tubes), Synthetic fi laments (Polypropylene, 
Polyester, Polyamides), Flat wire in several sizes. SOVB has developed an 
innovative silent fi lament with increased life duration, made from steel wire 
coated with rubber: Th e Long Life 2BCA (LL’2BCA).

Th e company also invests in environmental protection by collecting 
and recycling worn brushes and 
brooms from its French customers.  

Th e experience of SOVB, based 
on long-term relationships with 
its customers, enables to fi nd and 
create tailored solution even for 
specifi c requirement. Our team will  
assist you in the selection and the 
best bespoke choice for your needs. 
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Paggin Introduces the Mixing Machine with 
M4AL with Compact Bundler VLR 

The M4AL was conceived for synthetic mixtures with drastic waste 
reduction and easy set-up.

   The Mixing carriage is servo drive operated, the suction system has been 
redesigned to increase the suction power and the operator controls are set 
on an orientable console placed directly on the working shelf. 
Furthermore, the maintenance is now limited to few simple operations, but 
keeping the traditional reliability of every piece of Paggin equipment.  The 
bundler VLR is equipped with a round cup’s carousel allowing it to contain 
the total length of the line within 7m. 

The second machine in the spotlight is the head-maker TPB-3AF for 
straight and angle paintbrushes, equipped with the new robotic ferrule 
feeder AGH-R. The configuration of the TPB_3AF allows the production of 
a wide range of paint-brush heads, from small sizes with single wedge to 
large sizes up to the block brushes 3 x 12 with three thick wedges. Two of 
the three wedge feeders can be set to an angle in order to assemble angle 
shaped brushes.  The knot-picking precision make the TPB series machine 
the reference point for the production of paintbrushes with synthetic 
filaments. 

All Paggin machines are equipped with internet connection for remote 
assistance.

Please contact us as (below) and we also look forward to seeing you at 
INTERBRUSH 2022!
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